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About the
White Paper
The objective of this research was to understand
the characteristics and behaviors of large Standout
financial advisory firms. “Large Standout” firms are
defined as those generating $4 million or more in
annual revenue and are ranked in the top 25% of their
peers in terms of revenue growth and profitability.
The research was compiled from a special cut of data of The 2018 FA Insight
Study of Advisory Firms: Growth by Design and The 2019 FA Insight Study
of Advisory Firms: People and Pay in addition to industry consulting expertise.
Questions Addressed by This White Paper
What does Standout success look like in terms of key performance
indicators?
How are large Standout firms outperforming their peers?
What unique competitive advantages are large firms creating by pursuing
specific business strategies?
The Six Dimensions of Standout Performance provides education to firms on
notable trends regarding what large Standout firms are doing to create scale
and drive superior revenue growth and profitability.
Note: Unless otherwise stated, the data points presented are medians.
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Executive Summary
Everybody loves a success story, and the most successful among us often have the
most remarkable stories to tell. Whether you’re a sports fan, a lover of music and
art, a food and wine aficionado, or a technology buff, you know who the trailblazers
are in those fields. They are the groundbreakers, the pioneers, the innovators and
the pacesetters. Their success may have been born of raw talent. Maybe they simply
had more opportunity or better timing. Or maybe they succeeded through sheer
grit and unwavering determination. The likelihood is, it’s all these factors and more.

How the Biggest and Best Advisory Firms Outpace the Industry
There is something extraordinary that separates those that stand out from the pack. In business, we have the luxury
of data to help us understand what delivers outperformance. Through our FA Insight benchmarking studies, we have
collected over a decade of rich advisory firm data defining Standout performance (Figure 1).
Figure 1

Large Firm Standout Success in 2018
Large Standout Firm Performance
(Annual Revenue: $4M+)

All Other Large Firm Performance
(Annual Revenue: $4M+)

Median AUM

$1.5 billion

$1.0 billion

Median total revenue

$9.0 million

$7.6 million

Median revenue growth rate

18%

11%

Median operating profit

47%

18%

Success Metric

To provide a true sense of how the largest Standout firms in the industry achieved this extraordinary performance, this
new research isolates the specific business practices employed and benefits gained. We call this The Six Dimensions
of Standout Performance (Figure 2).
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Figure 2

The Six Dimensions of Standout Performance: Large Firms
Growth
Orientation

Client
Economics

Connectivity

Large
Standout
Firms
Innovation and
Technology

Return on
Human Capital

Strategic
Acumen

This white paper will explore just how this elite group of firms gains an
advantage across each dimension and provide insights that will empower
both large and small firms to excel.
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Dimension One:
Growth Orientation
For the large Standouts, their actions speak volumes,
revealing where they invest their valuable time and
energy. Growth is not just a notion for this group of
firms; it’s the priority. In 2018, these firms achieved
an 18% median revenue growth rate compared to
11% for all other large firms.

Driving Accelerated Growth
Through:
•

Proactively identifying
growth opportunities

•

M&A activity

•

Succession

•

Enhancing talent skill sets

This first dimension of Standout performance focuses on these firms’
proclivity for mergers and acquisitions (M&A) and the benefits gained
through their considered and pointed deal making. In addition, we
explore their attitudes toward future growth, including a strong
emphasis on attracting new clients, continued growth from existing
clients and team expansion.

The Competitive Advantage
The Standouts actively identify growth opportunities, and most importantly,
they move on the right opportunities. To optimize the potential benefits of
these opportunities, these firms also give careful thought to how these
opportunities will contribute to the firm’s overall growth and what resources
will be needed to support them.
One of the most popular opportunities to pursue for this group is mergers
and acquisitions. There are many reasons to merge with or acquire other
firms. For most businesses, the end game is to create scale, which in turn,
if managed carefully, will lead to economies of scale. Buying growth via a
transaction circumvents years of challenging organic growth, but at the
same time, it heightens the possibility of failure. It’s for this reason that the
deals that are cemented are equally as important as the deals that are
passed up.

fainsight.com

Growth Is the Priority

18

%

In 2018, these firms achieved
an 18% median revenue growth
rate compared to 11% for all
other large firms.
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For a deal to be successful over the long term, a firm must find a way
to extract full value. How is this achieved? The advantage is gained by
spreading fixed costs such as investment management services and
business development efforts over a larger number of clients and a larger
volume of revenue. This in turn lowers the overhead cost per client and
increases profit per client, enabling the magic of economies of scale to
come to fruition.

M&A Activity Rates

Beyond delivering economies of scale, firms might pursue a merger or
acquisition to enable succession, bringing in new owners that will serve
as a long-term solution for a more complete transfer of equity when
the time is right. As an extension of this, deal making can often provide
access to new and more advanced skills such as more sophisticated
dedicated management, capable of propelling the firm into the future.

Large Standouts are two
times as active in terms
of completed M&A
transactions

2x

Other firms might transact to gain a foothold in a new geographical
region to benefit from stronger market conditions or to gain access to a
less expensive labor market. In some cases, a transaction might enable
expansion into a new niche market or advance a firm’s position within an
existing niche.

Large Standout Fitness and Condition
In this section, we explore the merger and acquisition practices of the
large Standout firms along with their notable focus on growth in talent and
business development focus.
The Tendency to Transact: Merger and Acquisition Rates and Deal Types
In the last five years, the large Standouts completed an average of two
transactions, double the rate of other large firms. This level of merger and
acquisition activity provides insight into the mind-set of large Standout
firm leadership. These firms are at the ready, seeking deal opportunities
and assessing the merits of each transaction. Deal making is a timeconsuming venture requiring discipline, patience and a commitment of
firm resources.
The most common form of transaction completed by the large Standouts
during the last five years was the acquisition of a solo advisory firm,
reported by 55% of these firms (Figure 3). This type of transaction
represents the most simplistic of deals with the least risk and the shortest
time frame for integration, a clear preference for this group of firms.
The preference for acquiring smaller firms that are more easily integrated
suggests that these large Standouts may be acting as “platform providers,”
leveraging their infrastructure and know-how to enable single advisors to
operate with greater ease. This model for deal making, advantageous for
the large firm, can also serve as an attractive solution to the many small
advisory firms ready to realize their equity and reduce the burden of going
it alone to retirement.

fainsight.com
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suggests that these
large Standouts may be
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The purchase of an advisory firm with multiple advisors was the second
most frequent deal type, completed by 27% of these large Standout firms.
While not always the case, multi-advisor firms are likely larger than the
solos, carrying more personnel, a more complex organizational structure
and more extensive processes. It follows that integration will be more
complex and that the full benefit may not be experienced for a number of
years. Interestingly, the other large firm group, while transacting less
frequently, is more likely to favor the acquisition of a multi-advisor firm,
with 50% reporting an acquisition of this type in the last five years.
Of the large Standout firms, a significant 27% are the product of a merger
with another advisory firm. Unlike an acquisition, merger activity suggests
two like firms of relatively similar size agreeing to join forces to create
a stronger, single entity with full integration and adoption of their most
effective methods and systems.
Interestingly, a significant 40% of large Standout firms are owned by a
parent company. For this group, banks and trust companies account for one
third of the parent companies, with another third owned by other holding
companies. A further 17% are owned by consolidator firms. Irrespective of
the type of parent company, these relationships appear to offer a healthy
and fertile environment for the Standouts to flourish.

Greater Access to Funds
and Support

40

%

of large Standouts are
owned by a parent
company

17

%

are owned
by consolidator firms

Figure 3

Large Standout Scorecard—Merger and Acquisition Activity
Success Metric

Large Standout Firms

All Other Large Firms

2

1

Acquired a solo advisor with
existing practice

55%

59%

Acquired another advisory
firm with multiple advisors

27%

50%

Average M&A transactions
over last five years
Deal type reported by firms
completing at least one
transaction:

Note: Survey respondents who indicated they had been part of an M&A transaction were also asked to
indicate the deal type for each transaction.
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Mergers and Acquisitions Emphasize Succession and Entry into
New Markets
Large Standout firms believe in their ability to integrate and realize the
benefits from a merger or acquisition. The actual benefits achieved extend
well beyond the ability to build economies of scale. Figure 4 reports the
percentage of firms realizing benefits, including expanding into a new
market, such as a new geographic region or a new niche markets as well as
succession solutions. This suggests that these firms are approaching each
transaction with a thoughtful and more comprehensive set of criteria.
It should be noted that despite this expansion into new markets, the large
Standouts tend to maintain fewer office locations with an average of four
offices compared to the 10 locations managed by the other large firms. Even
with a degree of scale, managing at a distance can be a costly exercise that
hinders full integration.
Another common advantage achieved through Standouts transacting is
the implementation of a succession solution for shareholders, with 45%
of large Standouts reporting this as a benefit realized. In comparison,
only 10% of other large firms achieved a succession solution through
their merger and acquisition activity. This outcome suggests that large
Standouts are taking their time when transacting, conducting lengthy
and careful due diligence to bring in the right partners able to support a
more complete transition of ownership when needed. Again, the merger
or acquisition target firm criteria would need to be more narrowly defined
to serve as a legitimate succession solution.
Figure 4

Large Standout Scorecard—Merger and Acquisition Effectiveness
Success Metric

Large Standout Firms

All Other Large Firms

M&A benefit realized—
expansion into new market

55%

35%

M&A benefit realized—
provide shareholders with a
succession solution

45%

10%

Future Growth Outlook Focuses on Brand-New Clients and
Extracting Efficiencies
While more frequent and high-quality M&A activity is a practice of the
large Standouts, their outlook for future growth emphasizes a range of
priorities. Relative to peer firms, this group has more diverse plans for
building value.

fainsight.com
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The area emphasized most by large Standouts in terms of driving
future growth is new business development (Figure 5). With 71% of
firms reporting that they plan to place a stronger emphasis on new
client development, more dedicated resourcing will be required
over the years ahead. Business from brand-new sources will likely
require greater time and attention than gaining additional business
from existing clients.

fainsight.com
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Never resting on their laurels, 50% of these firms are also seeking to
extend their efficiency lead (as explored further ahead). These firms plan
to extract additional efficiency and productivity as a stated priority over
the years ahead. This means unearthing new opportunities to advance
technology usage, redefine the way work gets done and enhance team
member performance.
Figure 5

Large Standout Scorecard—Future Growth Focus
Success Metric

Large Standout Firms

All Other Large Firms

Future growth emphasis—
new client business
development efforts

71%

64%

Future growth emphasis—
additional business from
existing clients

50%

40%

Future growth emphasis—
efficiency and productivity
gains

50%

42%

Adding Talent with Speed and Discipline
Lastly, the Standout mindset toward the addition of talent cannot be
ignored. In 2018, the large Standouts expanded their head count by just
over 10%, compared to 3% for the other large firm group (Figure 6).
Their plans for 2019 show no signs of slowing, anticipating 12% growth in
full-time equivalents (FTEs).
While talent needs each year will vary based on anticipated growth rates,
large Standout firms are demonstrating their commitment to and
confidence in their future growth by continuing to expand their teams. It
is likely that these firms hire slightly ahead of their needs, anticipating the
extent of client and revenue growth. Having achieved 9% client growth
in 2018, the large Standouts expect a 10% uplift in client numbers in 2019.

fainsight.com
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continuing to EXPAND
their teams.
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Their demand for talent appears to be matched with an ability to attract
talent when needed. These firms are reporting a stronger growth rate in
total head count, which means more frequent hiring. Despite their appetite
for talent, they are also demonstrating discipline when making recruitment
decisions. For example, a closer look at the length of time taken to hire
various roles suggests that the large Standouts are taking three months to
recruit revenue generators and management roles, a result that is in line
with other large firms. These firms appear to be investing the time to allow
for a complete interview and candidate vetting process.
Figure 6

Large Standout Scorecard—People Growth Rates
Success Metric

Large Standout Firms

All Other Large Firms

FTE growth 2018

10%

3%

FTE growth anticipated in 2019

12%

10%
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Dimension Two:
Client Economics
Large Standouts, by definition, are delivering topquartile revenue growth and operating profit. In
2018, the level of operating profit achieved by
this group was a staggering 47%. There is no one
silver bullet that could deliver this type of return;
however, this next dimension makes the case for
firms to be more attentive to their service offering
and pricing levels.

Achieving Greater Profit Per
Client Through:
•

Premium pricing

•

Asset level requirements

•

Minimum fee implementation

The Competitive Advantage
Have you ever wondered why some clients are prepared to pay more for
the services of a particular firm? The perceived credibility, quality and
brand following can produce a degree of demand-based economies of
scale. We see elements of this taking place among large Standouts.
These firms are charging more, and they are implementing greater
discipline regarding which clients they will work with. While it does not
always follow, scale when combined with pricing discipline should result
in greater profit per client—the core of economies of scale.

Large Standout Fitness and Condition

These firms are
CHARGING MORE, and
they are implementing
GREATER DISCIPLINE
regarding which clients
they will work with

In this dimension, we examine the pricing practices of these large
Standouts along with the services delivered and the boundaries of their
ideal client criteria. Related, we explore active client numbers, revenue
generator efficiencies and the impact on gross margin.

fainsight.com
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Pricing Level Discipline Means Fewer Exceptions Made
Pricing is always an intense area of interest for firm owners. How much
are the most successful firms charging? The results are clear. Once in
front of a client, revenue generators at these firms extract greater value
per client. The large Standout firms reported median revenue per AUM
dollar of 84 bps compared to 74 bps for the other large firms (Figure 7).
It appears that client size does not account for this difference in median
fee with little distinction evident. The large Standouts are serving a
slightly smaller client with a median of $1.2 million in assets per client
compared to $1.4 million per client for other large firms.
This 10 percentage-point advantage in terms or median revenue per AUM
means that the advisors within these firms are sticking to the script and
making fewer exceptions. Perhaps most importantly, they are confident in
their own abilities and in the broader firm to consistently meet the needs
of the clients. This in turn makes it easier to hold firm on fees.
Figure 7

Large Standout Scorecard—Pricing Level Discipline
Success Metric
Medium revenue per
AUM dollar

Large Standout Firms

All Other Large Firms

84 bps

74 bps

Target Clients Meet Minimum Asset Levels
In addition to strong discipline with respect to fees charged, fewer
exceptions are made to the pricing model as it relates to client
acceptance. The minimum asset level required to join as a client with a
large Standout is $750,000, a notable jump from the $500,000 minimum
required at other large firms (Figure 8). Of course, it’s easier to set a
minimum asset level than it is to enforce the criteria. Again, a key point of
distinction is the commitment to the pricing model with 88% of clients
meeting the minimum asset level. Over 70% of large Standouts report
that their pricing model is consistently implemented, documenting their
pricing model to support greater adoption.

fainsight.com
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Figure 8

Large Standout Scorecard—Upholding Minimum Asset Levels
Success Metric

Large Standout Firms

All Other Large Firms

$750,000

$500,000

Clients meeting minimum
asset level—median

88%

61%

Pricing is well documented
and consistently implemented

71%

58%

Minimum median asset level

Clients Largely Meet the Minimum Fee
Half of all large Standouts have implemented a minimum fee, a practice
that can help protect a firm during more challenging market conditions.
The minimum dollar fee charged by both Standouts and other large firms
is $5,000 (Figure 9). Once again, the Standouts gain their edge
through their commitment to implementation with 90% of clients meeting
this minimum fee level.
Pricing implementation is further supported through formal management
with 71% of the large Standouts reported to have a well-documented pricing
structure that is consistently implemented.
Figure 9

Large Standout Scorecard—Implementing a Minimum Fee
Success Metric
Minimum dollar fee in place
Minimum dollar fee
Proportion of clients meeting
or exceeding minimum fee

Large Standout Firms

All Other Large Firms

50%

44%

$5,000

$5,000

90%

80%

The introduction and management of a minimum fee need not be a
complicated task, providing a simple and effective way of protecting firm
profits under a range of market conditions. Even for the large Standout
firms, opportunity remains to expand these practices.

fainsight.com
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Client and Service Decisions That Support Gross Profit Generation
A look under the hood of these remarkable firms reveals that the median
total number of clients served is 725, a number less than the other large
firms, managing 778 clients, in 2018. Each revenue generator in these large
Standout firms is managing a larger number of clients. Lead and Associate
Advisors handle 105 relationships each, 18% more than the 89 relationships
per revenue role at other large firms (Figure 10).
It’s important to note that the revenue generators don’t do it alone. At this
size, firms are more likely to be organized into advice teams with Lead
and Associate Advisors collaborating closely with Paraplanners in
addition to Client Service Managers. If employed well, a team-based
approach can allow the revenue generators greater freedom to focus on
the client work that delivers the greatest return to the firm.
With the right support in place, these advisors are demonstrating greater
efficiency in the delivery of advice, a story reinforced by an exceptional
gross profit margin of 76% compared to 63% for other large firms. Gross
profit reflects a number of important practices. Compensation discipline
(as covered ahead) is paramount to a strong gross profit. In addition, the
client mix, product mix and service mix will also show up in this result. For
example, these Standout firms report the delivery of 18 services to clients
compared to 20 services at other large firms. A more narrowly defined offer
can simplify the process of advice delivery and lower the cost.

725
vs. 778

median total number of
clients served

105
vs. 89

each revenue generator
is able to serve more clients
than their peers

Figure 10

Large Standout Scorecard—Clients, Services and Revenue
Generator Performance
Success Metric
Median clients per
revenue role
Median services offered
Median revenue per
revenue role
Median gross profit margin

fainsight.com

Large Standout Firms

All Other Large Firms

105

89

18

20

$964K

$941K

76%

63%
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Dimension Three:
Return on Human Capital
The largest investment made by an advisory firm and
the most valuable resource is the talent that drives
the business. It’s little wonder that human capital
features so heavily not only in the six dimensions of
large firm Standout performance but with firms of all
sizes. In 2018, people costs represented 77% of the
typical firm’s expenses and 59% of total revenues.
If you get the people right—the leading indicator of
success—great things will follow.
The depth of talent combined with people management expertise and
close management of people expenses are key capabilities of this next
dimension—return on human capital. When combined, these capabilities
have a notable impact on both direct and indirect expenses.

The Competitive Advantage
For the large Standouts, people capabilities are arguably the greatest
point of competitive advantage. A productive team bodes well for any
firm. A productive team, combined with superior management of labor
costs, means that these firms are capturing more profit in the market,
instead of being squeezed by the supply chain. Once these firms obtain
the right talent, they also surpass their competition in nurturing and
advancing their best people.

Large Standout Fitness and Condition
Depending on your geographic location, the intensity and source of
competition for talent will vary, directly influencing the cost of talent. For
instance, you may compete for talent with institutional players with an

fainsight.com

Optimizing People Resources
Through:
•

Monitoring productivity

•

Managing personnel costs

•

Emphasizing talent
development

In 2018, People Costs
Represented:

77

%

of the typical firm's
expenses

and

59%
of total revenues
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established local presence. Alternatively, your greatest competition may
come from other local RIA firms. In some locations, more lucrative and
attractive industries will be your greatest competition. For instance,
technology companies in the Bay Area, offering perks such as an in-house
chef and onsite yoga and meditation facilities, can make it difficult to
compete for young talent.
In this section, we explore the large Standouts’ ability to attract the right
talent at the right price while making a genuine long-term investment in
the growth and success of individuals.
Closely Managed Compensation Creates a Powerful Advantage
Whether recruiting for a revenue-generating position or a non-revenue role,
the large Standouts are spending less on talent. In 2018, total personnel
costs as a share of revenue were 37% for the large Standouts compared to
59% for all other large firms (Figure 11). Total compensation costs for the
revenue-generating roles accounted for 24% of revenue compared to 37%
for all other large firms. An impressive human capital cost advantage also
extends to other roles within these large Standout firms.
The close management of compensation for revenue-generating positions
contributed to a 13 percentage-point advantage in gross profit margin
(76%) in 2018. This result includes the disciplined management of both
base pay and incentive pay. It is important to note that these same firms
achieved this cost advantage while carrying approximately 30% more
revenue generators than other large firms. This suggests that they are not
gaining the cost advantage by running a skeleton staff.

Large Standout firms have 30%
more revenue generators than
other large firms

Figure 11

Large Standout Scorecard—Compensation Discipline
Success Metric

Large Standout Firms

All Other Large Firms

Total personnel costs as a
share of revenue

37%

59%

Revenue role compensation
as a share of revenue

24%

37%

Gross profit margin

76%

63%

Are these firms simply frugal? Maybe. A more likely explanation is that they
are disciplined in recruiting and implementing market rate compensation
that is carefully managed year over year. They are also better able to
develop talent internally, coaching less experienced talent to operate at a
more senior level. The people management practices of these firms lead us
to the next capability: talent development.

fainsight.com
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A Commitment to Talent Development
An emphasis on talent development reveals a great deal about the culture
of this group of firms. A genuine and solid commitment to people is being
made. Across the board, active and advanced talent management is
evident within these large Standouts.
One of the most direct ways of showing team members what their next
step could be, and specifically how they can advance, is to develop a
career path as illustrated in Figure 12. A significant 58% of these firms
have documented career paths in place with 84% of large Standouts
indicating that team members have a clear understanding of the skills
required to advance to greater responsibility. On both accounts, these
firms are outpacing their peers.

57

%

of firms call out human
capital as most likely to
challenge future growth

Formal training—supporting less experienced team members in building
their skills—is also more readily available in these large Standout firms.
Perhaps of even greater value is the involvement of senior team members
in the development of talent. Large Standouts are much more likely to
maintain mentor relationships (84%) when compared to other large firms
(65%). Mentor relationships do far more than develop valuable skills. They
create connections, a greater sense of attachment to a firm and an inroad
to help identify high-potential talent or talent that may be at risk of leaving.
Formal mentorships can provide an invaluable tool to both develop and
retain talented individuals.
Figure 12

Large Standout Scorecard—Talent Development
Success Metric

Large Standout Firms

All Other Large Firms

Documented career paths in
place

58%

37%

Team members have a clear
understanding of the skills
required to advance to
greater responsibility

84%

45%

Firm offers formal training

53%

35%

Senior team members
maintain mentoring
relationships

84%

65%

Despite the clear advantage achieved through advanced talent
development and a tight rein on people costs, the large Standouts are not
resting easy. When asked about the factors that are most likely to
challenge future growth, human capital was rated highest with 57% of
these firms signaling their concern.
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Dimension Four:
Strategic Acumen
So how do the large Standout firms identify the
most direct path to success? The ability to grow and
compete year after year is heavily influenced by the
opportunities that these firms pursue and those they
don't. This next important dimension of Standout
performance examines the approach to business
strategy that differentiates this stellar group of firms.
Here we explore the methods used to set strategic
objectives combined with proven practices
that ensure follow through on strategy execution.

Exceptional Goal
Achievement Through:
•

Acting quickly and
deliberately

•

Understanding what will
drive direct results

•

Challenging the status quo

•

Driving team engagement

The Competitive Advantage
As firms increase in size, strategic planning becomes more widespread.
The addition of dedicated management with the right skills helps to make
this happen. But not all strategic planning is equal. To achieve Standout
performance and create a true advantage, strategy is likely born out of a
firm’s unique skills and capabilities. In some cases, a business may need to
transform their capabilities and move in an entirely new direction.
The process for identifying a point of differentiation that can act as a
springboard for new strategic initiatives requires discipline and an ability
to challenge the status quo and think creatively about the options
available. For example, should a firm lead with a niche market strategy
that will support expansion into a new niche market, or should it drive
growth via a technology-led strategy that transforms marketing and
business development? A firm might also determine that they need to do
both. Whatever the decision, there will be large implications for how a
firm will need to invest time and money over the years ahead.
Having the right resources to make final decisions and advance through
implementation is essential. If the cost of implementing a strategy—e.g.,
the length of time taken, resourcing and the budget required—is greater
than the outcome achieved from implementation, strategic planning will
fainsight.com
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have been a fruitless exercise. For example, a firm might spend many
months developing a well-crafted strategy with clear direction and
objectives. However, if the same firm does not have the know-how, the
internal capabilities, the right external partners or the budget to act in a
timely way, success will be near impossible.
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80

%

Almost 80% of the
large Standout firms
have an up-to-date
strategic plan

Almost 80% of the large Standout firms have an up-to-date strategic plan.
This is not a surprising result. In fact, a disciplined strategic planning
framework that includes implementation planning and regular progress
reviews should be a common practice in all large firms. The results,
however, indicated some key differences in the quality of planning work
produced by Standouts along with the effort made to bringing strategy to
life through implementation.
A Focus on the Leading Indicators of Success
For many firms, the first step when developing a strategic plan is to set
financial objectives, including revenue, operating profit targets and asset
growth rates. Financial objectives are often an excellent place to start and
a useful way to set expectations among shareholders and executives.
Of course, as lagging indicators of success, financial objectives alone will
do little to help without a heavy focus on the leading indicators of
performance. For these purposes, lagging indicators are those that are
dependent on other activities or improvements taking place within the firm
in order to come to fruition. Leading indicators reveal the firm’s potential to
achieve growth and profitability. They are tied to efficiency and productivity
as well as achievements related to clients or staff.
A close look at the nature of the strategic objectives set by the Standout
firms reveals their priorities. Objectives that relate to productivity and
process advancements were in place for 100% of the large Standout firms
(Figure 13). This is consistent with the experience of the Standouts with
31% of these firms pointing to operational efficiency as the factor that
most heavily influenced their recent growth.
As an example, productivity and process objectives could include a focus
on reducing the time to complete certain processes, the cutting of costs,
or improvements in the consistency and accuracy of work. Achieving
these objectives may require the implementation of new technologies,
redesign of certain processes or the outsourcing of work.
Strategic objectives relating to staff growth were also a heavy focus of
the large Standouts with 82% of these firms setting targets for the
growth of their teams. Just 55% of other large firms included growth in
people as a strategic priority when developing a strategic plan. Large
Standouts understand that to maintain and accommodate their growth
plans, access to talent is critical. This suggests a more concerted effort
in building a pipeline of candidates for the future, more active development
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of relationships with recruiters and a plan for when hiring needs to take
place for a given position type.
Client growth rates and client satisfaction targets also featured heavily in
the strategic planning of the large Standouts. With 91% of large Standouts
setting targets related to client growth rates, a heavy emphasis on the
business development activities required to generate new clients is likely.
As it relates to client satisfaction, 82% of these firms set objectives in this
area to ensure they are implementing initiatives that enhance client loyalty
and retention. This focus also suggests that the Standouts are more likely to
measure changes in client satisfaction levels year on year.
Figure 13

Large Standout Scorecard—Strategic Plan Objectives
Success Metric

Large Standout Firms

All Other Large Firms

100%

82%

Client growth

91%

74%

Client satisfaction

82%

74%

Staff growth

82%

55%

Productivity and process
related

Strategy Implementation Includes a Roadmap to Get Work Done
As mentioned, having access to the capabilities to implement the strategy
means a firm can act with greater speed and realize results more quickly.
Implementation is by far the hardest part of successful strategy. Yes,
“done is better than perfect.” While the previous section highlights the
quality of the planning work, this next capability emphasizes the ability to
get things done.
While still having room for improvement, 64% of these large Standouts have
developed an implementation plan with the details necessary to transform
strategic objective into action (Figure 14). This compares to 47% for other
large firms. So, what does this really entail? It will look a little different from
firm to firm, but put simply, it’s a well-crafted list of actions to be completed
by a defined date with accountability assigned to individuals to make sure
progress is made. This very necessary plan creates the roadmap for Standouts
to make the changes that deliver performance.
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Figure 14

Large Standout Scorecard—Emphasis on Strategy
Implementation
Success Metric
Strategic planning includes
implementation details

Large Standout Firms

All Other Large Firms

64%

47%

Driving Team Member Engagement in Firm Strategy
Another notable distinction of the large Standouts is the engagement of their
team members, a critical ingredient for successful strategy implementation.
Owners and executives simply can’t do it all. For 82% of the Standouts, their
strategic plan influences the individual performance objectives of team
members and, in turn, incentive compensation (Figure 15). So why is this
so important?
Paying team members for their direct contributions to the business strategy
makes the best use of incentive pay. For example, team members might be
asked to lead a strategic initiative such as implementing key enhancements
to the client experience. Alternatively, they may be invited to join a project
team where they can make a real contribution to the achievement of the
strategic plan. Beyond assigning performance objectives that directly
connect with the strategy, team member engagement requires regular
communication of the strategy and the progress made, supported by the
kind of leadership that sparks enthusiasm within team members to want
to contribute. This encourages the alignment of team members with some
of the most important work within the firm.
Figure 15

Large Standout Scorecard—Team Member Engagement
in Strategy
Success Metric
Strategic plan influences
team members' individual
performance objectives
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Strategy Development Is a Process, Not a One-Off Event
The large Standouts demonstrate one final strategy-related advantage.
Strategic planning is not a one-off event. These firms are more likely to
commit to their planning process every year. Throughout the year,
implementation will need to be tracked and managed, and each year the
strategy will need to be reviewed. In some cases, the strategic plan may
require only minor adjustments; in other instances, circumstances might
dictate an overhaul. As shown in Figure 16, whatever the circumstances,
100% of these firms ensure that the management team reviews the plan
at least annually.
Figure 16

Large Standout Scorecard—Executive Commitment to
Strategic Planning
Success Metric
Management reviews
the strategic plan at least
annually
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Dimension Five:
Innovation and Technology
Technology and innovation feature heavily in the
six dimensions of Standout performance and for
good reason. Large Standouts outpace their peers
across several technology practices. It may be
surprising to learn that these firms aren’t necessarily
outspending their peers, but they are doing more
with what they have. Once again, the advantage
appears to be achieved through a greater
commitment to implementation. This dimension
assesses the extent to which firms demonstrate
innovation and a commitment to technology
to support business performance. We pay close
attention to how large Standouts maximize the
return on their technology investments, the extent
of automation and the types of technology adopted.

Demonstrate Commitment
to Innovation and
Technology Through:
•

Emphasis on training and
adoption

•

Frequent ROI analysis

•

Increased workflow
automation

The Competitive Advantage
Generally, a technology-led competitive advantage requires differentiated
and proprietary technology that increases productivity, accelerates
decision-making or makes it hard for clients to leave because the service
and convenience are just too good. In the advice industry, the adoption of
existing technology tools that support core business functions are yet to
be fully harnessed. A tech-led competitive advantage requires that firms
recognize both existing and leading-edge, emerging technologies that can
evolve their business models. In the section ahead, beyond identifying the
optimal tools, technology implementation is a distinguishing factor.
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Large Standout Fitness and Condition
While it doesn’t always follow, with scale we expect to see greater
specialization, including deeper capabilities in technology. Few large firms,
however, have taken the step to appoint a Chief Technology Officer (CTO).
Most firms appear to rely on a more junior IT support role or an Operations
Manager for technology assistance.
Within large advisory firms, the function of the CTO is to ensure that
technology aids in the evolution of the firm’s business model. This requires
insight into how a firm might advance their client service, evolve advice
delivery, manage compliance and more. Researching existing and budding
technologies can help to inform strategic decision-making. The piloting of
new technologies and assessing potential allows the CTO to make
recommendations to leadership as part of the strategic planning process.
Beyond technology personnel, software and hardware expenses account
for approximately 2% of revenue for both large Standouts and other large
firms. IT-related consulting and outsourcing account for a further 1% of
revenue. There is little distinction in the level of technology investment
made between large Standouts and other large firms. So, let’s take a look
at the technology capabilities that are separating the large Standouts.
Upfront and Ongoing Technology Training Supports Adoption
Introducing new technology can be daunting for both leadership and team
members. Implementation can represent the most challenging phase of a
technology strategy. For the large Standouts, the delivery of upfront training
to team members that supports the more immediate use of new technologies
is a clear priority. A significant 86% of these firms provide training on new
technologies compared to 71% of the other large firms (Figure 17).
Beyond new technology, these firms are also more likely to provide ongoing
access to technology training and technology resources. This means that
they are more likely to avoid a drop-off in usage levels and ensure team
members become more skilled, using tools to their full potential. Designated
subject matter experts are also appointed by 71% of these firms to help lead
the way as super-users and address challenges that arise.

The delivery of
UPFRONT TRAINING
to team members that
supports the more
IMMEDIATE USE of
new technologies is a
CLEAR PRIORITY.

Figure 17

Large Standout Scorecard—Technology Training and
Implementation
Success Metric

Large Standout Firms

All Other Large Firms

Upfront training for new
technologies

86%

71%

Ongoing access to
technology training and
resources

71%

62%

Assign a designated
technology subject expert

71%

51%
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Cost Benefit Analysis Supports Technology Decisions
How do you know if you should purchase a technology solution or if you
have extracted full value from your technology? For the large Standouts, a
majority (57%) conduct a cost benefit analysis to evaluate the potential
and the realized gain as shown in Figure 18.
This type of analysis can be invaluable, enabling management to calculate
factors such as hours of labor saved. Perhaps more importantly, how could
valuable team members be reassigned to more client-oriented activities to
improve client service levels? These benefits can then be assessed relative
to the cost of software licenses, new hardware requirements and the
resources necessary to integrate the technology and train team members
over the coming years. This level of discipline not only ensures that
current investments are optimized but that future technology decisions
are well informed.
Figure 18

Large Standout Scorecard—Technology ROI
Success Metric

Large Standout Firms

All Other Large Firms

57%

42%

Cost/benefit analysis for
technology investments

Greater Workflow Automation
Across a number of important business functions, large Standouts are more
likely to have fully automated their processes to achieve more efficient and
consistent workflow as shown in Figure 19. This more advanced level of
workflow automation is in part a reflection of the more extensive technology
training provided to ensure adoption of technology tools.
Client Onboarding
New client onboarding processes are well advanced for this group of firms
with 71% applying technology to fully automate, well ahead of the 40% of
other large firms. This suggests that large Standout onboarding processes
are more consistent with information on a client’s onboarding status more
easily accessible. Clients are also likely to move through onboarding more
rapidly and seamlessly. It is foreseeable that more efficient client
onboarding processes will have a flow-on effect, potentially reducing the
time required to receive payment for advice.
New Business Development
Often the accountability of the Lead Advisor, business development is an
area where few advisory firms automate. The formal management of
prospect opportunities, scheduling of business development meetings
and tracking progress to move a prospect through the sales cycles is often
left to the individual. For the large Standouts, 43% are using technology to
fully automate these activities, better coordinating their business
development efforts. This compares to just 23% of all other large firms.
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Portfolio Management
Portfolio management activities also indicate a greater degree of automation
with 54% of large Standouts reporting that these processes, such as portfolio
construction and rebalancing, have been fully automated. This compares to
42% of other large firms. Saving time and effort on tasks such as preparation
for client review meetings, rebalancing activities and the production of
portfolio valuation reports quickly adds up to free capacity for other valuecreating work.
Other workflow advantages gained by this group include the automation
of back office operations and client service.
Figure 19

Large Standout Scorecard—Technology-Enabled Workflow
Success Metric

Large Standout

All Other Large Firms

New client onboarding—fully
automated

71%

40%

Business development—fully
automated

43%

23%

Portfolio management—fully
automated

54%

42%

Tools Rated as Critical to Success
With all the technology available in the market, a subsection of tools is
highlighted as critical to the business success of the large Standout group.
Figure 20 provides a list of technologies more heavily adopted by the
large Standouts.
Figure 20

Large Standout Scorecard—Technology Identified as Critical
to Firm Success
Success Metric

Large Standout Firms

All Other Large Firms

Financial planning software—
critical to success

93%

71%

Online client portal—critical
to success

71%

51%

Document management
software—critical to success

64%

57%

Use of custody trading
platform—critical to success

77%

70%
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Tech Tools Critical to Business Success
Technology is more heavily relied on when compared to other large firms, suggesting that the large Standouts are
better applying technology to:
•

Gain efficiencies in advice preparation. Financial modeling and the preparation of advice documents is
one of the more labor-intensive activities within an advisory firm, conducted with most clients annually.
Extracting efficiencies in advice preparation can have a dramatic impact on overall firm productivity. While
financial planning software is widely used in the industry, 100% of the large Standouts utilize it with 93%
reporting it as critical to their success.

•

Ensure secure and efficient storage of client documentation. When managing a sea of documents and
data, safe and efficient document storage solutions can have a significant influence on the way work gets
completed. Digital document storage ensures ease of access for team members when completing tasks and
an ability to serve and respond to clients with speed.

•

Enhance their client experience. By providing clients with flexibility and greater access to their account
balances, transaction history and research via a client portal, the large Standouts appear to be more mindful
that clients want access to their financial information on their terms.

•

Partner closely with their custodian. Taking advantage of custodial relationships makes great sense.
Trading platforms are designed specifically to enhance the operation of an RIA firm, including integrated
and efficient account management, secure and flexible trading tools and administrative support tools, to
name just a few.
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Dimension Six:
Connectivity
This final dimension assesses the extent to which
firms create external business-building networks
that support the development of new opportunities.
This dimension highlights the nature of the efforts
made to build new relationships with a clear
external focus. Core to this dimension of the index
are capabilities including building a brand and
profile in the community. In addition, these firms
are doing more to build new opportunities through
centers of influence and are investing more in
creating warmer relationships with those who refer
as well as new prospects.

Creating Impactful
Connections Through:
•

Building client advocacy

•

Demonstrating knowledge
and credibility

•

Extensive and purposeful
networking

The Competitive Advantage
Collaborating with other professionals that offer different but complementary
services can provide a powerful means of serving mutual clients while
building a powerful pipeline of new prospects. Scale, brand and credibility
make a firm more attractive to professional strategic partners and centers
of influence. To be clear, these relationships can be some of the most time
consuming to establish and, once in place, require ongoing nurturing.

Creating an ecosystem of prospects, clients, professional
partners and friendly competitors is at the heart of
connectivity. The performance advantage is accrued
over time through the regular commitment to external
relationships that have the potential to generate
growth opportunities.
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Beyond the generation of prospects and clients, an expansive network
of relationships can be a healthy source of other growth-producing
opportunities. These relationships might form the foundation of future
mergers, acquisitions, more formal strategic partnerships or joint ventures.

Large Standout Fitness and Condition
As summarized ahead, it requires a special effort to expand a firm through
greater connectivity. To outperform in this dimension of the index is a
daily effort, networking, making the right contacts and pursuing the right
relationships. In practice, these firms often have a couple of senior leaders
who are considered figureheads for the firm. They are the public face of the
firm who enjoy active outreach to valued clients, potential clients, strategic
partners and centers of influence. They amass relationships, tending to
them over time, benefiting the firm at a point in the future.
Community Sponsorships That Elevate the Brand and Prospect Pipeline
To build their profile in the communities served and create prospect
opportunities for the future, the large Standouts demonstrate the strongest
commitment to sponsorships. A closer look at how firms are spending their
valuable marketing dollars (Figure 21) indicates that 64% of large Standouts
apportion the largest share of their marketing budget to sponsorships. With this
type of investment, you would expect these firms to be more heavily associated
with important community giving or high-profile local events. This outward focus
helps firms to become known among a desired segment of the community and
on or at the top of the consideration set for target prospects seeking advice.
Figure 21

Large Standout Scorecard—Investment in Community
Success Metric
Biggest share of marketing
budget—sponsorships

Large Standout Firms

All Other Large Firms

64%

22%

Centers of Influence Are Emerging as a Source of Clients
How are these large Standouts finding new clients? Referrals from existing
clients lead as a source of new business for all firms; however, capabilities
in other important areas of business development are being established by
the large Standout group.
Building valuable centers of influence takes time. These are the
relationships with individuals or businesses that provide a firm with access
to new sources of referrals. Centers of influence will often promote the
services of others in an informal way and provide a trusted reference for
prospective clients. They understand the unique value you provide to
clients and may also be clients themselves.
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Aside from referrals from existing clients, second as a source of new
clients for the large Standouts is referrals from centers of influence. These
referrals account for 16% of all new clients, a number likely to increase
over the years as these centers of influence introduce other influential
individuals likely to become centers of influence in the future. The large
Standouts also spend a large share of their marketing budget to entertain
referral sources and prospects with 57% of firms reporting this as the
largest share of their marketing budget behind sponsorships.
Figure 22

Large Standout Scorecard—Leading Sources of Clients
Success Metric

Large Standout Firms

All Other Large Firms

Referrals from existing clients

42%

45%

Centers of influence

16%

12%
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Conclusion—A Rarified Cohort
The six dimensions of Standout performance paint a clear picture of where large
Standouts place the greatest emphasis every day. Driving industry-leading growth
rates and operating profit requires big strategic thinking and the dedicated
pursuit of the right opportunities while maintaining a laser-sharp focus on the
fundamentals.
For these large Standouts, their growth orientation leans toward mergers and acquisitions, transacting at double the
rate of their peers. With respect to their clients, they take a disciplined approach, ensuring they work with clients that
meet their minimum asset thresholds, while also pricing their advice at levels beyond peer firms.
Perhaps the most obvious distinction amongst the large Standout group is their ability to closely manage compensation
expenses, which in turn drives their gross and operating profit margins. Despite their tight rein on people-related expenses,
they manage to hire talent at three times the rate of other large firms, ensuring capacity to support accelerated rates of
new client growth.
Strategic planning within these firms is more likely to be connected to individual performance objectives, which
means team members are rewarded for the contributions they make to the firm strategy. Their strategic endeavors are
further supported by the essential implementation details that enable change.
Technology investments are supported by more extensive training, which in turn means that technology tools are more
completely utilized across these firms. This is reflected in the higher rates of automation, including processes such as
client onboarding, new business development and portfolio management. More prevalent usage of financial planning
software, document storage, and client portal and custodial platforms is enhancing business efficiencies, security and,
importantly, client access and convenience.
Lastly, these large Standouts play the long game. They constantly plant the seeds and tend to the relationships that
bring about opportunities for future harvesting. From nurturing community sponsorships that build a local profile to
fostering valuable centers of influence, their levels of connectivity create endless growth prospects.
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Appendix: White Paper
Methodology
This white paper explores the characteristics and behaviors of a group of
advisory firms with annual revenue over $4 million. Within this group, “large
Standout” firms are defined by two criteria—revenue growth and profitability,
the primary indicators of value creation. The methodology first ranks firms
according to their percentage growth in revenue during the previous two years.
Firms are additionally ranked based on their operating profit margin. Both
the revenue growth and profitability rankings are then combined with equal
weighting. Based on this blended ranking, firms in the top 25% are deemed large
Standouts.
The resulting special cut of data of The 2018 FA Insight Study of Advisory Firms: Growth by Design and The 2019 FA
Insight Study of Advisory Firms: People and Pay formed the basis of the white paper. This extensive data combine with
industry consulting expertise to create the six dimensions of Standout success. Each of these dimensions reveals a
cluster of capabilities that when combined, create the optimal conditions for the creation of scale, superior revenue
growth and profitability.
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About the Author
At TD Ameritrade Institutional, we never forget that it’s your business. We are
here to support you in making it thrive. When you work with us, you will get the
dedicated commitment of our people, access to a range of resources and a strategic
relationship—all designed to increase your potential and help you achieve your
business vision.
Our offering is part of what differentiates us. We deliver smart operational solutions, innovative technology, customized
practice management and flexible investment solutions, all with one goal in mind—impeccable service. We share your
belief that being a fiduciary is one of the best ways to serve your clients. As steadfast advocates for independent
advisors, we continually speak out to ensure that your needs and the needs of investors are always considered within
the regulatory environment. We consistently place your needs at the foundation of our business decisions. You can
count on TD Ameritrade Institutional to put you first so you can do the same for your clients. When you choose to work
with us, you’ll see how deeply we are committed to your success.
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This material is designed for a financial professional audience, primarily Registered Investment Advisors.
This brochure is published by TD Ameritrade Institutional for informational purposes only and is intended to provide a general overview about the topics covered and to
help you identify opportunities in your practice and important issues you may wish to consider in developing a strategy. This should not be construed as legal, tax,
compliance or professional advice. While TD Ameritrade Institutional hopes that you find this information educational and thought-provoking, you need to determine
whether the information is appropriate and applicable to you and your firm.
TD Ameritrade Institutional disclaims any loss or liability that is incurred as a consequence, directly or indirectly, from the use or application of this publication. You should
consult with attorneys or compliance experts that understand your particular circumstances before utilizing any of the ideas presented here in your practice.
FA Insight is a product of TD Ameritrade Institutional, Division of TD Ameritrade, Inc., member FINRA/SIPC. FA Insight, TD Ameritrade Institutional and TD Ameritrade Inc.
are trademarks owned by TD Ameritrade IP Company, Inc. and The Toronto-Dominion Banks. © 2020 TD Ameritrade.
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